Chicago Open Trash 2018: Look at All Those Chickens
by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart
Round 2: Tossups
1. The second verse of a song whose English version has this title opens with the
line “Yes sir, I am wet, for I abandoned my fame in the lake” and repeatedly asks,
“F-fuck is you?” The English version of the Christine and the Queens song “Damn,
dis-moi” has this title, as does a song whose video was the first YouTube video
after CSS’s “Music Is My Hot Hot Sex” to reach 100 million views. The video for
that song with this title ends with a character tumbling down a hill and into an
open portable (*) toilet; that red-haired character and her black-haired counterpart are both
played by the song’s artist. That song with this title asserts, “Hell yeah, I’m the motherfuckin’
princess,” and describes a woman who is “like, so whatever,” noting, “You could do so much
better.” For 10 points, name this song in which Avril Lavigne declares, “hey, hey, you, you, I
don’t like your” title significant other.
ANSWER: “Girlfriend” <Carson>
2. In a 2016 novel, 22 men gather each year at a hotel off I-95 and separate into
rooms given such names as “Vegas” and “the Sty” before reenacting this event;
those men use Fancy Drum to select parts and then travel to Warren G. Harding
Middle School to reenact this event in Chris Bachelder’s The Throwback Special.
This event occurred in part because of Don Warren and Russ Grimm, the latter of
whom was playing in place of Joe Jacoby. Bob Goodrich made a decision to replay
footage of this event in slow motion after a discussion with commentator Frank
Gifford, who had noted that the (*) victim of this event was “in a lot of trouble” as Harry
Carson brought pressure. This event occurred during a flea flicker that began with a handoff to
John Riggins. For 10 points, identify this event that occurred during a Monday Night Football
game in 1985 and involved Lawrence Taylor ending the career of Washington’s quarterback.
ANSWER: Joe Theismann’s leg breaking [accept equivalent answers that mention Joseph
Robert Theismann fracturing his tibia and fibula] <Gehring>
3. In this film, a fertilizer salesman proposes the slogan “feed up with Speed Up”
after the camera shows the roving blue eye of a turtle that then dashes at high
speed out a door. A woman in this film flees with her boyfriend after her sensual
dance in a yellow dress, including a segment in which she emerges from behind a
table wearing seven red fezzes, causes a Shriners meeting to erupt into chaos. A
central challenge in this film is resolved when the conductor of a Russian ballet
speeds up his performance after being given a pill designed to make a (*) hen lay
three eggs a day. This film is set mainly in Sweet Apple, Ohio, where Albert Peterson attempts
to get Kim MacAfee to give the title character a goodbye kiss on the Ed Sullivan Show. Dick
Van Dyke made his feature film debut in, for 10 points, what 1963 musical that launched AnnMargret to stardom and fictionalized Elvis getting drafted into the army?
ANSWER: Bye Bye Birdie <Hart>

4. A spinoff of this specific game includes a career mode based on fictional
television shows like Galahad’s Watch and Zippy’s Courier Service. Excessive
destruction of trees in this game can result in a prompt that allows players to
hear the call of a bull moose. A Neil Gaiman essay can be accessed by selecting an
option labeled “ruminate” in this game. Players of this game can accidentally
start fires by overusing the cheat “cass” and can access the debug menu with the
cheat “priscilla,” neither of which is as memorable as the Mac-version-only (*)
“porntipsguzzardo.” Features of this game include a centering tool that can be used to destroy
traffic helicopters, a transportation advisor who shouts “YOU CAN’T CUT BACK ON
FUNDING! YOU WILL REGRET THIS!” and a potential ending involving an exodus of Launch
Arcologies. For 10 points, name this second game in a Maxis series about urban development.
ANSWER: SimCity 2000 [prompt on “Sim City”; do not accept or prompt on other SimCity
games] (The spinoff mentioned is Streets of SimCity.) <Carson>
5. In a segment for The Daily Show, Bob Wiltfong covered the negative effects of
this event, deemed “an American tragedy,” and presented two copies of Schedule
A (Form 1040) to victims William and Jillaine Toebe. In a Robot Chicken sketch,
a man receives “a nice pastrami sandwich” before this event, which is followed by
“the entire Louisiana Purchase” being given to Chief Raining Stereotype. This
event initially affected only eleven people before models brought out white boxes
wrapped in red ribbons. The person responsible for this event claimed that she
“wanted it to be bigger than (*) Santa Claus and not be an act of a fairy godmother.” This
event was criticized for the tax implications that could be as large as $7,000 for some
recipients. For 10 points, name this event that occurred in 2004 during the nineteenth-season
premiere of a Chicago-based talk show and that involved giving away 276 Pontiac G6s.
ANSWER: Oprah car giveaway [accept equivalent answers that mention Oprah Gail
Winfrey telling her audience members “You get a car!”] <Gehring>
6. On an episode of General Hospital, Lucy Coe claims that this person “just came
out of the closet” and attacked her in an attempt “to take over the entire Nurses’
Ball” in 2013. On Arrested Development, George Bluth Senior appeared with this
person during Bluth’s attempts to market the Cornballer. In 2017, Dan Taberski
started a podcast about “Missing” this person, who stopped making public
appearances in 2014 and who quietly shut down a Beverly Hills studio in 2016
after 42 years in operation. Theories about this person’s disappearance from
public life led police to conduct a wellness check on him in March 2017. This man
became famous during the 1980s and 1990s for appearing in (*) Sweatin’ to the
Oldies and numerous other workout videos. For 10 points, name this fitness guru who is known
for frequently wearing short shorts and a crystal-covered tank top.
ANSWER: Richard Simmons [or Milton Teagle Simmons] <Gehring>

7. Three of the actors from this song’s music video were interviewed by Susan and
Britney on the talk show Ciao L.A. The intro to this song was played during a
performance on a 1999 episode of Saturday Night Live before Elvis Costello
interrupted and started playing “Radio, Radio.” In a film, a large fleet of drones is
destroyed as this song plays, saving the inhabitants of the Yorktown. The music
video for this song includes Vic Colfari playing Bobby and guest star Sir Stewart
Wallace playing himself. A character asks, “Is that classical music?” when this
song is used to (*) jam the frequency used by Krall’s ships in Star Trek Beyond. The Spike
Jonze–directed music video for this song shows the members of a band playing actors playing
undercover cops. For 10 points, name this song that starts with the lyrics “I can’t stand it; I
know you planned it” and was a hit for the Beastie Boys.
ANSWER: “Sabotage” <Gehring>
8. In this film, dozens of Oregon police officers draw their weapons at characters
who emerge from the woods unsuccessful in their attempt to capture the
protagonist because that protagonist had made them act like the Three Stooges.
An ice-cream-truck driver who cares for animals teaches this film’s protagonist
about death after he crushes a grasshopper, leading the protagonist to freak out.
Fisher Stevens donned brownface to play the Indian character “Ben” in this film
and its 1988 sequel. This film centers on two scientists, including the Steve (*)
Guttenberg–played Newton Crosby, who developed the S.A.I.N.T. nuclear transport prototypes
for NOVA Laboratory. Tim Blaney voiced this film’s protagonist, who renames himself after an
El DeBarge song and becomes sentient after being struck by lightning. For 10 points, name this
1986 film that centers on Johnny Five, a comic robot.
ANSWER: Short Circuit <Hart>
9. This vehicle was commanded by Silas Nash when it was a part of Operation
Raptor Talon, in which the Columbia was destroyed. The doctor Michael Robert
is responsible for the deaths of a number of people on this vehicle in a part of it
called “Camp Oil Slick” or “Dogsville,” where a Mellorak infection breaks out. A
commander of this vehicle is forced to order the destruction of the Olympic
Carrier when radiation that is likely from a nuclear device is detected, which
follows this vehicle making 238 maneuvers at (*) thirty-three-minute intervals. This
vehicle was being decommissioned and turned into a museum when an attack occurs on the
Twelve Colonies, but it benefits from not having an updated computer system that can be
hacked based on information leaked by Gaius Baltar. For 10 points, William Adama is the
commander of what Cylon-fighting Battlestar?
ANSWER: Battlestar Galactica <Gehring>

10. During a November 2017 episode of First Take, Stephen A. Smith reacted
angrily when asked if his opinion about this phrase had changed, leading him to
say he would “start cursing people out” who ask him about it. Kevin Lennertz
designed a T-shirt with this phrase on it, and Pablo Torre held up that T-shirt on
the May 19, 2015, episode of Around the Horn; Torre was previously responsible
for one of the earliest recorded uses of this phrase during an interview with Tony
(*) Wroten. This motto was popularized by the podcast The Rights to Ricky Sanchez, and an
October 2016 profile by Lee Jenkins for Sports Illustrated replaced the first word in this motto
with “I’m” in discussing Joel Embiid. For 10 points, identify this motto, which was adopted
after Sam Hinkie took control of the Philadelphia 76ers, that implores fans to believe in the
plan for the team.
ANSWER: Trust the Process [or TTP] <Gehring>
11. In a 1971 film, Alex Bolt wins a Nobel Prize for his creation of one of these
things, which leads to his wife creating an eighteen-foot-tall nude statue of Bolt
that features another man’s genitalia. The intense constraints of one of these
things used by Adam and Eden perplexes Luis when Luis and his wife travel to the
Patagonian estate of the millionaire Narciso in Raul Ruiz’s film On Top of the
Whale. A 2009 Bruce McDonald horror film set in a Canadian radio station
depicts one of these things spreading a zombie-like virus. Over the course of
many nights spent around bonfires with the same group, Ibn Fadlan (*) acquires
one of these things in The 13th Warrior. Louise Banks is brought in to analyze one of these
things that consists of circular symbols and is used by Abbott and Costello, two heptapods, in
the film Arrival. For 10 points, identify these systems used for communication.
ANSWER: languages [accept equivalent answers such as words or speech] <Gehring>
12. The cover of this band’s first single displayed a Linder Sterling collage of a
naked woman with grinning mouths replacing her nipples and an iron for a head.
That song by this band declares, “it’s a labor of love fucking yourself to death,”
and describes the addressee as the victim of the title “habit that sticks.” Another
song by this band describes “the high street wailing sounds in a queue” as an
example of the title euphonious phenomenon. They were introduced to the U.S.
through the compilation album Singles Going Steady, which featured the
aforementioned songs as well as one about a rocky relationship titled for a line
from Guys and Dolls. Mark Lamarr, Simon Amstell, and others have hosted a
long-running (*) BBC panel show whose name combines that of this band with the title of an
album by the Sex Pistols. For 10 points, name this British punk band behind “Orgasm Addict,”
“Harmony in My Head,” and “Ever Fallen in Love (With Someone You Shouldn’t’ve).”
ANSWER: (the) Buzzcocks [accept Never Mind the Buzzcocks] <Carson>

13. On this TV show, a character offers to bring out a pop-and-locking cockroach
or a flea that can moonwalk after a rapping Chihuahua named Ice Pick fails to
rap. A character from this TV show would often tell people while holding up only
four fingers that he could be found on the fifth floor and was named Bruh-Man.
This TV show’s two-part finale was forced to shoot all scenes of the main couple
separately after the settlement of a sexual harassment suit between its lead actor
and Tisha Campbell. The main character of this TV show would often tell
characters to “get to (*) steppin’.” A hair salon owner on this show is friends with
Bonquisha and Keylolo, and her style of dance inspired the Nae Nae. For 10 points, identify
this ’90s sitcom set in Detroit that shared its title with the first name of its lead actor Lawrence,
who played the main character, Mama Payne, and Sheneneh Jenkins.
ANSWER: Martin <Gehring>
14. A speedy outfielder with this surname was an anti-Semite who ended Hank
Greenberg’s 1936 season by purposely colliding with him and who later led his
team in shouting racist epithets at Jackie Robinson while managing the Phillies. A
shortstop with this surname, who set the single-season sacrifice bunts record in
1917, is profiled in a 1989 Mike Sowell book that culminates with Wally Pipp
catching an unnecessary throw to first. A pitcher with this name earned his first
stint as a closer after taking over from Sean Marshall after an injury to Ryan
Madson. Dirty baseballs were replaced more often and the (*) spitball was banned,
ushering in the “live ball era,” after a player with this surname was struck in the head by a pitch
thrown by Carl Mays. In 2015, a pitcher with this surname, then closing for the Reds, threw the
101 fastest pitches in the big leagues. For 10 points, give this surname of Ray, who was killed by
a pitch, and Yankees closer Aroldis.
ANSWER: Chapman [accept Ben Chapman or William Benjamin Chapman or Ray
Chapman or Raymond Johnson Chapman or Aroldis Chapman or Albertín Aroldis
Chapman de la Cruz] <Hart>
15. This character can be unlocked by moving the cursor to the left of Charlie on
the character select screen in Cannon Spike. A hidden, overweight version of this
character appeared in the PS3 and Vita versions of Street Fighter X Tekken (“street
fighter cross tekken”). He is the namesake of a character who was discovered in a crystal
on Nino Island along with a monkey named Data. A character clearly inspired by
this one is powered by Benedict Blackwell’s “Xel” technology and stars in a game
that ends with the assimilation of the CherryDyn robot Trinity. A version of this
character with the surname (*) “Volnutt” explores underground ruins in a series that
produced the spinoff The Misadventures of Tron Bonne. Keiji Inafune’s Mighty No. 9 was
heavily inspired by his work on a series starring this character, who wears Ceratanium armor
and is often accompanied a character named Roll. For 10 points, name this creation of Dr.
Light, a blue Capcom mascot.
ANSWER: Mega Man [or Rockman; accept MegaMan Volnutt or Mega Man Legends or
Bad Box Art Mega Man] <Carson>

16. When this boxer was found to have an irregular heartbeat, his trainer claimed
that was impossible since this boxer “doesn’t even have a heart.” This boxer’s
desire to be like Robin Hood led him to name one of his sons Robin. Referee
Johnny LoBianco controversially ended a fight after thirteen rounds between this
boxer and Ken Buchanan, giving this man his first world title. In a rematch of an
earlier fight, this boxer was mocked by his opponent, who faked a bolo punch
before landing a left jab, in a fight this man lost six months after winning the
Brawl in Montreal. This man’s training by Ray Arcel was portrayed in the 2016
film (*) Hands of Stone. This boxer was out of shape when he was forced into a second fight in
1980 against Sugar Ray Leonard. For 10 points, identify this Panamanian boxer who claims
that he said “no sigo” in his most infamous fight and not, as Howard Cosell claimed, “no mas.”
ANSWER: Roberto Duran Samaniego <Gehring>
17. A direct-to-video film titled for this kind of device was the first acting credit
for Jessica Bowman, who was the second portrayer of Colleen on Dr. Quinn,
Medicine Woman. That incredibly bad kids’ film is a 1993 ripoff of Home Alone in
which the boy genius Randy Mason becomes stranded in his “secret hideout,” the
attic of a model home, and terrorizes three robbers hiding out below using his
mastery of these title devices. In another film, a man’s use of one of these devices
results in him replacing John Ammer as the CEO of an architecture firm, in the
process becoming extremely obese and divorcing his wife Donna, played by Kate
(*) Beckinsale. In that film, the functionality of a device of this type is explained by a
Christopher Walken–played “Angel of Death” named Morty, who first meets the protagonist in
the “Beyond” section of Bed Bath & Beyond. For 10 points, what kind of device does the Adam
Sandler–portrayed Michael Newman rush through his life with the aid of in the film Click?
ANSWER: remote controls [or remotes; accept Remote or RC vehicles or cars or similar;
accept clicker before “Click”] <Hart>
18. This actor was supposed to star in a Shawn Connelly movie, but production of
that movie, Garfield 3: Feline Groovy, ended when this actor left to instead star
in an adaptation of the book Stone Cold Bummer. This actor starred in two roles
in a movie that used the tagline “One does the duty, the other gets the booty.” In
another film, a character played by this actor has shoes thrown at him by young
hooligans while he pretends to be an old white woman. Don Geiss tried to
persuade this actor to make a sequel to (*) Fat Bitch, in which the main character turned
into a dog named Coco, instead of a movie in which this actor would play King George, Sally
Hemings, and Thomas Jefferson. For 10 points, name this star of Sherlock Homie, Who Dat
Ninja?, and A Blaffair to Rememblack who becomes a cast member of The Girlie Show on 30
Rock.
ANSWER: Tracy Jordan [accept either] <Gehring>

19. This author described one of his projects using the contrast between getting
down “to the brass tacks of deciding how each beat should look” and a passage
about Daniel Patrick Moynihan in an essay claiming that the “absurdities of
comics are, in part, made possible by a cold-eyed approach to sentence-craft.” In
February 2018, this writer announced that he was working with Leinil Yu to
create a new comics storyline, a project he tied to his previous concept of “The
Dream” and claimed “scares the hell out of” him. A series written by this author
in collaboration with the artist Brian Stelfreeze is titled “A (*) Nation under Our
Feet” and begins with a revolt at the Great Mound, where vibranium is harvested by a kingdom
led by T’Challa. In 2018, Marvel announced that a new series of Captain America comics
would be written by, for 10 points, what author of a series of Black Panther comics who is
better known for such Atlantic essays as “We Were Eight Years in Power” and “The Case for
Reparations”?
ANSWER: Ta-Nehisi Coates [or Ta-Nehisi Paul Coates] <Hart>
20. A song titled for this phrase describes “swallowin’ a Klonopin while I’m
noddin’ in and out on the ottoman at the Ramada Inn” and then later waking up
“naked at McDonald’s with / blood all over me.” The singer concludes that he
must have been responsible for the “bodies layin’ all over the floorin’” in the
chorus of that song titled for this phrase, which was the third single from
Relapse. Marc Roberge declares, “I got a lady running through my head” before
noting that it’s this time “and I wanna go to bed” in the O.A.R. song (*) “Night
Shift.” A woman who “thinks that happiness is a mat that sits on her doorway” and “only sleeps
when it’s raining” but who notes “the rain’s gonna wash away what I believe in” appears in a
song titled for this time from the album Yourself or Someone like You. For 10 points, at what
time does the subject of a 1997 Matchbox 20 song declare, “I must be lonely”?
ANSWER: 3 A.M. [prompt on “3” or “3 o’clock”] <Carson>

Chicago Open Trash 2018: Subtitle
by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart
Round 2: Bonuses
1. Tao Ruspoli’s 2010 documentary Being in the World opens with this philosopher driving his
prized green 1970 Volkswagen Karmann Ghia convertible. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this American philosopher who died in 2017. He is known for his exegesis of Martin
Heidegger, which some have labeled “Dreydegger” (DRY-duh-gur).
ANSWER: Hubert Dreyfus [or Hubert Lederer Dreyfus]
[10] While Dreyfus was on leave in France, his MIT course on Heidegger was taught by this
man, who made the definitive translation of Heidegger’s The Essence of Reasons into English.
Critics have noted the influence of Heidegger on this director’s films Days of Heaven, The Thin
Red Line, and The Tree of Life.
ANSWER: Terrence Malick [or Terrence Frederick Malick]
[10] Dreyfus’s Berkeley course on “existentialism in literature and film,” available in a series of
podcasts, discusses the nonlinear storyline of this 1959 film, which was framed as a
conversation between Her and Him and had a screenplay written by Marguerite Duras (doo-rah).
ANSWER: Hiroshima mon amour [or Nijuyojikan’nojoji; accept Twenty-Four-Hour
Affair] <Hart>
2. This man’s wife, Lisa Joy, was a writer on the shows Burn Notice and Pushing Daisies and
collaborates with him on an HBO show. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this cocreator of the TV series Westworld.
ANSWER: Jonathan Nolan [or Jonah Nolan]
[10] Jonathan Nolan’s cinematic collaborations with his brother Christopher began with this
film, which was based on Jonathan’s concept. It centers on a man played by Guy Pearce who
has amnesia and tattoos his body with clues about who killed his wife.
ANSWER: Memento
[10] Jonathan Nolan also created this CBS crime drama, which starred Jim Caviezel as a
former CIA agent who punches out bad guys identified by an AI that uses a surveillance
algorithm.
ANSWER: Person of Interest <Hart>
3. The marketing firm LatinWorks spearheaded a campaign to include these things, which
resulted in several supportive tweets from Adrián González. For 10 points each:
[10] Name these things whose use on uniforms was advocated in an MLB campaign named in
part for the Spanish words “pon le” (pohn lay), which mean “put it on.”
ANSWER: accents [or accent marks; or diacritics; or diacritical marks; or acentos;
accept acute accents or pon le acento]
[10] This wide receiver of Haitian heritage has had a cedilla on his jersey since his rookie year
with the Colts.
ANSWER: Pierre Garçon [or Pierre Andre Garçon]
[10] Daniel Brière became the first NHL player to have an accent grave on his jersey when he
was signed by this Quebecois team in 2013.
ANSWER: Montreal Canadiens [accept either underlined portion] <Hart>

4. This band from Cork was the first unsigned group to top the mp3.com charts, which they did
with their song “Punchdrunk.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Irish band that sang the lyrics “how you shine, how you rise above the sky” in
their hit 2002 song “Sparkle.”
ANSWER: Rubyhorse
[10] Rubyhorse found chart success after moving from Ireland to this American city, which
titles a 2005 song by Augustana with lyrics saying, “I think going to” this city to “start it over
where no one knows my name.” The Dropkick Murphys sang about “shipping up to” this city.
ANSWER: Boston [accept “Boston” or “I’m Shipping Up to Boston”]
[10] Rubyhorse’s “Punchdrunk” features one of the last guest performances by this guitarist,
whose album Brainwashed was released posthumously in 2002. His last charting hit, 2003’s
“Any Road,” was written during the recording of his 1987 album, Cloud Nine.
ANSWER: George Harrison <Hart>
5. Foods named for opera singers are old hat. Answer the following about dishes named after
Chicago Open–appropriate authors, for 10 points each.
[10] A Louisiana Creole dish of these ingredients served with artichoke bottoms, creamed
spinach, and Hollandaise sauce is named for the playwright Victorien Sardou. These
ingredients serve as the basis for quiche filling and frittata.
ANSWER: eggs [accept egg whites or egg yolks or Eggs Sardou]
[10] A chef named Montmirail supposedly named a thick-cut beef tenderloin steak for this
French Romantic author of The Genius of Christianity and the novellas Atala and René.
ANSWER: François-René, vicomte de Chateaubriand [or Chateaubriand steak]
[10] A delicious almond-arrack torte topped with raspberry jam is traditionally eaten on the
birthday of this poet, whose works include The Tales of Ensign Stal and Our Land, the latter of
which became the Finnish national anthem.
ANSWER: Johan Ludvig Runeberg [accept Runeberg torte] <Carson>
6. This baseball card set was the first with foil-wrapped packs, a high-gloss card finish, pictures
on both sides, and a hologram stamp. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this set, the first produced by its company, that drove the baseball card market’s
growth to a billion-dollar industry by the early 1990s.
ANSWER: 1989 Upper Deck [accept answers containing 1989 or ’89 and Upper Deck
Company LLC; prompt on “Upper Deck”]
[10] Card #1 of the 1989 Upper Deck set was the iconic rookie card of this center fielder, who
played on the Seattle Mariners with his father in 1990 and 1991.
ANSWER: Ken Griffey Jr. [or George Kenneth Griffey Jr.; prompt on “Junior”]
[10] Card #666 in the 1989 Upper Deck set was an image of this event from the preceding
year’s World Series, which inspired Jack Buck’s call “I don’t believe what I just saw.”
ANSWER: Kirk Gibson’s home run off of Dennis Eckersley [accept answers mentioning Kirk
Harold Gibson and home run or homer or other synonyms; prompt on more general
answers] <Hart>

7. This song opens by describing how the singer’s cat, Splash, sits on his bed, having swallowed
his tongue drinking too much of the singer’s whiskey. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this nonsensical proto-punk song, a worldwide 1977 hit for the Belgian singer
Plastic Bertrand.
ANSWER: “Ça plane pour moi” [“sah plahn poor mwah,” roughly, but accept reasonable
equivalents]
[10] “Ça plane pour moi” was succeeded at number one on the Swiss charts by this song from
the Grease soundtrack, which opens with John Travolta singing, “I’ve got chills. They’re
multiplying.”
ANSWER: “You’re the One That I Want”
[10] The last French-language song to chart in the US before “Ça plane pour moi” was a version
of “Je t’aime . . . moi non plus” (zheh tehm mwah non ploos) by this French singer-songwriter and his
lover Jane Birkin. He duetted with his daughter Charlotte on the song “Lemon Incest.”
ANSWER: Serge Gainsbourg [or Lucien Ginsburg] <Carson>
8. On an episode of Family Guy, Peter watches an episode in which this character asks for a
suppository, only to later reveal that she wasn’t feeling sick and was just pranking a boy. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this character that was originally created for a short story by Eric Knight and later
was the focus of eleven movies, a weekly radio program, and a TV show that ran for 19 seasons.
ANSWER: Lassie
[10] On the fourth season of the TV show Lassie, this boy, played by Jon Provost, was
introduced to the show and becomes the primary caretaker for Lassie after Jeff leaves the farm.
Although it never actually happened, a common joke involves this character falling down a
well.
ANSWER: Timmy Martin [prompt on “Martin”]
[10] This company sponsored Lassie for its entire television run and often had its products
placed in the background. This company’s requirement that it have the first ad in a publication,
which had to be a full-page ad on the right-hand side, led to that placement being termed this
company’s namesake position.
ANSWER: Campbell’s Soup Company [or Campbell Soup Company] <Gehring>
9. A man lambastes a place for being a “geographical oddity” that is “two weeks from
everywhere” and buys a “dozen hair nets” after learning that a general store carries Fop instead
of this brand. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this brand. Near the end of the film in which it appears, three men surface from
floodwaters amidst cans emblazoned with its logo and cling to a coffin.
ANSWER: Dapper Dan
[10] Everett McGill is a “Dapper Dan man” when it comes to pomade in this 2000 Coen
brothers film loosely based on the Odyssey.
ANSWER: O Brother, Where Art Thou?
[10] This 1941 Preston Sturges comedy inspired the title of O Brother, Where Art Thou? In this
film, O Brother, Where Art Thou? is the title of a novel that the title dissatisfied director of
Hollywood trifles wants to adapt into a serious film.
ANSWER: Sullivan’s Travels <Hart>

10. In a song by this band, lead singer Nathan Willett claims, “You wrung me out too, too, too
many times.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this band that released that song, “Hang Me Up to Dry,” in 2007 and more recently
released “First,” a song that includes the lyrics “Flying like a cannonball, falling to the earth,
heavy as a feather when you hit the dirt.”
ANSWER: Cold War Kids
[10] The title of the fourth album by Cold War Kids, Dear Miss Lonelyhearts, was inspired by
this author’s 1933 novel Miss Lonelyhearts.
ANSWER: Nathanael West [or Nathan Weinstein]
[10] Cold War Kids collaborated with this musician on the song “So Tied Up” in 2017. This
Scottish singer first gained notice with her songs “Wild Horses” and “River.”
ANSWER: Bishop Briggs [or Bishop; or Sarah Grace McLaughlin] <Gehring>
11. This game got a 2005 sequel in which its protagonist has to protect the flying whale–based
city of Antheum from Gandrake Enterprises and has even more absurdly anime-ish hair. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this 1998 Playstation action RPG about a swordsman tasked with acquiring the
sword Lumina to save the Allucaneet Kingdom from the invading Thirstquencher Empire.
ANSWER: Brave Fencer Musashi (The sequel is Musashi: Samurai Legend.)
[10] The mid-2000s was apparently the heyday of PS2 games about midriff-baring male
Japanese swordsmen, as 2004 saw the release of a game set in “20XX” (twenty x x) that was
inspired by this Akira Kurosawa film about a group of ronin.
ANSWER: Seven Samurai [accept Seven Samurai 20XX or Shichinin no Samurai]
[10] French cartoonist Moebius, who contributed character designs to Seven Samurai 20XX,
was also a major artistic influence on this Sega series, which includes rail shooters subtitled “II
Zwei” (“two tzvye”) and “Orta” and a traditional RPG subtitled “Saga.”
ANSWER: Panzer Dragoon [accept Panzer Dragoon II Zwei or Panzer Dragoon Orta
or Panzer Dragoon Saga] <Carson>
12. John Ritter’s final live-action role was in this film, whose title character exasperatedly asks,
“What the fuck is that?” when a child claims to want a “Fraggle-stick car” and refuses to
elaborate on what that might be. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2003 film starring Billy Bob Thornton as the alcoholic Willie T. Soke, who runs
a yearly scam with his dwarf assistant that allows them to rob shopping malls around the
holidays.
ANSWER: Bad Santa
[10] In this 2001 film, Thora Birch plays Enid, who develops sympathy for an older man played
by Steve Buscemi after she and her Scarlett Johansson–portrayed friend, Rebecca, set him up
on a fake date.
ANSWER: Ghost World
[10] Bad Santa and Ghost World were both directed by this man, who won the Sundance
Grand Jury Prize for his 1994 documentary, Crumb.
ANSWER: Terry Zwigoff <Carson>

13. After this character is caught trying to shit in a former colleague’s office, the two men
wrestle, and after pinning his opponent, this man says “I killed 17 men in Okinawa.” For 10
points each:
[10] Name this man who became president of his firm after it merged with the British firm of
Putnam, Putnam, and Lowell and moved to Grey Global after he made a failed power play at
the end of season 3 in the show on which he appeared.
ANSWER: Duck Phillips [or Herman Phillips; accept any underlined portion]
[10] Phillips was briefly the head of Sterling Cooper on this AMC show starring Jon Hamm as
Don Draper.
ANSWER: Mad Men
[10] Phillips attempts to get Sterling Cooper to dump its client Mohawk, a business in this
industry, to pursue a bigger company in this industry, despite the fact that the bigger company
was just involved in an incident that killed Pete Campbell’s father.
ANSWER: airline industry [accept Mohawk Airlines or American Airlines or any answer
indicating air travel or airplanes] <Hart>
14. The target of this tweet called it a “disgusting response” and said that it represented a “sad
lesson” that “will teach me and others not to be nice anymore.” For 10 points each:
[10] Give these three words, formulated by Barry Petchesky, that constituted a reply to Donald
Trump’s tweet of “Congratulations to Tom Scocca and Timothy Burke.”
ANSWER: “go fuck yourself”
[10] The tweets were exchanged after Deadspin reported that Lennay Kekua, the supposed
girlfriend of this linebacker and Heisman Trophy finalist, did not exist.
ANSWER: Manti Te’o [or Manti Malietau Louis Te’o]
[10] Te’o played football at this university, whose teams are known as the Fighting Irish.
ANSWER: University of Notre Dame [or University of Notre Dame du Lac] <Hart>
15. This department store was founded in the early planned community of San Lorenzo,
California, in the late 1940s. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this mall anchor store that was bought by what is now Target Corporation in 1978
and, for most of the late 1990s, included the word “California” in its name.
ANSWER: Mervyn’s [or Mervyn’s California]
[10] When Mervyn’s rebranded as Mervyn’s California, it released an ad campaign featuring
this quarterback, who was succeeded by Steve Young after leading the 49ers to four Super
Bowls.
ANSWER: Joe Montana [or Joseph Clifford Montana Jr.]
[10] Montana later appeared in a series of ads for this brand’s “Shape-ups” shoes. This
manufacturer paid tens of millions of dollars to settle false advertising suits because there was
no evidence that Shape-ups actually improved posture or muscle tone, as Montana claimed.
ANSWER: Skechers <Hart>

16. Several reviews of this novel mention that its primary antagonist, a Bosnian assassin
named “Bach,” refers to her breasts as her “girls.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2018 novel that focuses on Jonathan Duncan, who goes undercover donning
fake eyebrows in an attempt to stop the Sons of Jihad from unleashing a virus that will destroy
the internet.
ANSWER: The President Is Missing
[10] The President Is Missing is a 2018 collaboration between Bill Clinton and this suspense
writer who created the Alex Cross mystery novels.
ANSWER: James Patterson [or James Brendan Patterson]
[10] Although the villain of The President Is Missing ends up being a chief of staff, the book
sadly does not seem to draw any parallels to former Dick Cheney chief of staff Scooter Libby,
whose own literary output consists of this 1996 novel set during a smallpox epidemic in Japan.
ANSWER: The Apprentice <Hart>
17. One of the three people profiled in this documentary is Lisa Ling, who has since started a
campaign to free her former colleague, Reality Winner. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2016 Sonia Kennebeck documentary, which follows three former participants in
the U.S. drone warfare program.
ANSWER: National Bird
[10] National Bird was coproduced by Errol Morris and this director, whose own
documentaries include a profile of modern choreographer Pina Bausch titled Pina and a film
about Cuban music titled Buena Vista Social Club.
ANSWER: Wim Wenders [or Ernst Wilhelm Wenders]
[10] Many of the people who worked on National Bird also worked on Wenders’s The Salt of
the Earth, a documentary about Sebastião Salgado, a Brazilian man who worked in this artistic
medium. The 2013 documentary Finding Vivian Maier chronicled the life of a nanny whose
work in this medium on the streets of Chicago was not known until boxes of it were discovered
after her death.
ANSWER: photography [accept nature photography or street photography or any
answer mentioning taking photographs or photos; prompt on answers mentioning
“pictures”] <Hart>
18. After his team’s starting center was declared out for the season, this man helped lead that
team to the 1972 NBA Finals as the shortest and best distance-shooting center in the league.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this basketball Hall of Famer who retired in 1974 and later became a memorization
expert known as “Mr. Memory” for his ability to memorize dozens of pages of the phone book.
ANSWER: Jerry Lucas [or Jerry Ray Lucas]
[10] This center’s injury opened the door for Lucas to start in the 1971–72 season. He won
Finals MVP twice, the first time in 1970, when he returned from a torn thigh muscle in game
seven to score two baskets and inspire his team to victory in what became known as his
“game.”
ANSWER: Willis Reed [or Willis Reed Jr.; accept Willis Reed game]
[10] Reed and Lucas were teammates with Walt Frazier on this Eastern Conference team,
which plays in Madison Square Garden.
ANSWER: New York Knicks [or New York Knickerbockers; accept N.Y. Knicks or
Knickerbockers; prompt on “New York” or “N.Y.”] <Hart>

19. A number of the music videos for this group start with member Robert Ontenient saying in
Spanish, “Me llamo Roberto,” including for its song “Boogie,” in which Kevin Abstract claims
it’s the “best boy band since One Direction.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this collaborative group of vocalists, producers, photographers, and other artists
that formed in 2015 in San Marcos, Texas.
ANSWER: Brockhampton
[10] Brockhampton has proclaimed itself the internet’s first boy band because its members first
met on an online forum named for this rapper “to the.” This rapper released the album Yeezus
in 2013.
ANSWER: Kanye West [accept either; or Kanye Omari West; or KanyeToThe.com]
[10] Brockhampton gave this apt title to its first three albums, the first of which was released
on June 9, 2017, and the last of which was released six months later on December 15.
ANSWER: Saturation [or Saturation II; or Saturation III] <Gehring>
20. The main characters on this show are protected by the whitelighter Leo Wyatt until he is
promoted to an Elder. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this TV show on The WB that started with Phoebe finding the Book of Shadows and
unlocking the abilities of herself and her sisters, Prue and Piper.
ANSWER: Charmed
[10] Prue’s death at the end of season three meant that the remaining sisters almost lost out on
this potent bond, but they were able to replace Prue with a long-lost sibling to maintain it.
ANSWER: Power of Three
[10] That long-lost sibling, Paige Matthews, was played by this actress, who essentially
replaced Shannen Doherty for the last five seasons of the show after Doherty’s departure.
ANSWER: Rose Arianna McGowan <Gehring>

